
Klein Tools 55604 Rolling Tool Backpack

Klein Tools 55604 Rolling Tool Backpack
Klein Tools Tradesman Pro Rolling Tool Backpack (Cat. No. 55604) converts
easily into a rolling tool bag when carrying heavy loads. No need to worry
about the terrain ahead with the 3-Inch heavy-duty wheels that can truck
through unpaved paths. The rugged, telescoping handle easily extends and wraps
along the backpack sides to provide extra support and stability when
maneuvering around corners. Multiple interior and exterior pockets allow for
maximum tool storage.

Rolling Tool Backpack features 3-Inch heavy-duty wheels that can truck
through unpaved paths
Easily convert from carrying the backpack to a rolling the tool bag by
extending the telescoping handle and stowing the shoulder straps behind the
back padding
Handle wraps along the sides of the bag to provide extra support and
stability when maneuvering around corners
Extra padding on back extends over the hard bottom for carrying comfort
Constructed with durable water resistant 1680d Ballistic Weave material
Features a headlamp bracket that holds a Klein Tools Headlamp to illuminate
either the interior of the tool bag or the external surroundings (Headlamp
sold separately, Cat. Nos. 56062, 56049)
Hard, molded front pocket helps protect items like phones and safety
glasses
28 pockets for maximum tool and gear storage and includes a spacious
interior for large hand tools
Fully molded bottom protects from the elements
Extra padding on the back extends over the hard bottom for carrying comfort

Klein Tools 55470 Zipper Bag, Stand-Up
Tool Pouch, 2-Pack

Klein Tools 55470 Zipper Bag, Stand-Up Tool Pouch, 2-
Pack
Klein Tools’ new Stand-Up Zipper Bags will keep your pieces and parts
organized. The body of this tough pair is made of coated 1680d ballistic
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material while the bottoms are reinforced with 2520d ballistic material. The
gusseting on these bags keeps them standing up making it easy to find your hex
keys, small levels, drill bits, and pieces.

Tool pouch features reinforced bottom of 2520d ballistic material to
prevent tools and parts from poking through
Stand-up bottom on zipper bag allows for stability when standing and easy
access when open
Colored interior to see items better
Bags are different sizes and colors to help with organization
Body of the bags are of tough 1680d ballistic material
Connect bags with a carabiner (not for human support)
Two-pack includes a 6-1/2-Inch tall (16.5 cm) orange bag and a 7-1/2-Inch
tall (19.1 cm) gray bag

Klein Tools 55468 Tradesman Pro Phone
Holder, X-Large

Klein Tools 55468 Tradesman Pro Phone Holder, X-Large
Keep your cell phone safely stored away in the Klein Tools Tradesman Pro Phone
Holder. This model is designed to hold an iPhone 6 Plus, 7 Plus, Samsung Galaxy
Note Edge, Note 7, and similar sized phones. It has a durable metal clip that
attaches to belts up to 2-Inch wide.

Phone Holder fits cell phones (iPhone, Google, LG, Samsung) in or out of
protective case up to 6.25 x 3.75 x 0.75-Inch
Magnetic flap closure
Elastic sides for a secure fit
Metal clip for attaching to belts up to 2-Inch (5.1 cm) wide
Constructed of durable 1680d ballistic weave material

Klein Tools 55419SP-14 Tool Bag,
Tradesman Pro Shoulder Pouch, 14
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Pockets, 10-Inch

Klein Tools 55419SP-14 Tool Bag, Tradesman Pro
Shoulder Pouch, 14 Pockets, 10-Inch
The Tradesman Pro Organizer Shoulder Pouch, from Klein Tools, is a tool bag
that offers plenty of storage for every day use. It has 14 pockets, including
longer pockets for storing long screwdrivers. It also has a fully molded base
that keeps the pouch upright.

Tool Bag with 14 pockets for better tool storage
Tool organizer has large pockets for easy access to small parts and tools
Fully molded bottom for stability and protects from the elements
Orange interior for better tool visibility
1680d ballistic weave for durability
Shoulder strap with extra padding and handle for easy carrying

Klein Tools 5539LCPAK Zipper Bags,
Large Canvas Tool Pouches, Assorted
Colors, 3-Pack

Klein Tools 5539LCPAK Zipper Bags, Large Canvas Tool
Pouches, Assorted Colors, 3-Pack
The Klein Tools Large Canvas Zipper bags are perfect for storing large hand
tools and materials. This set includes three different colored bags (red,
yellow, blue) for organizing by specific job tasks. The 3.5-Inch (8.9 cm) wide
bottom allows for stability when standing and easy access when open.
Constructed with tough No. 8 canvas and heavy-duty brass zipper and grommet for
added durability.

Tool Pouch provides convenient storage for large hand tools and materials
Zipper bag set comes with an assortment of three colors: red, yellow, blue
Wide-bottom allows for stability when standing and easy access when open
Constructed with tough No. 8 canvas for added durability
Heavy-duty brass zipper keeps canvas bag securely closed
Distinct bag color helps organize tools by job specific task
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Sturdy brass grommet is convenient for hanging and storage
18-Inch (45.7 cm) long x 8-Inch (20.3 cm) high x 3.5-Inch (8.9 cm) wide
bottom

Klein Tools 5189 Tradesman Pro Hard
Case Large

Klein Tools 5189 Tradesman Pro Hard Case Large
Keep meters, tech devices, and tools protected in Klein Tools’ Tradesman Pro
Large Hard Case. The hard outer shell protects items when in a tool bag or
pouch. The case zips fully closed, so it is also great for storing small parts.

Hard shell protects tools, meters, small parts and tech devices
Soft interior lining
Durable zipper closure
Offers great protection in a convenient size

Klein Tools 5187 Scissors and Cable
Splicer’s Knife Holder

Klein Tools 5187 Scissors and Cable Splicer’s Knife
Holder
The Klein Tools Scissors and Splicer’s Knife Holder is made from leather and
constructed with rivets and stitching for ideal durability. The holder features
a slotted belt connection that allows you to attach the holster to a 2-1/4-Inch
belt. The 2 pockets can hold Klein model 2100-5 or 2100-7 electricians’
scissors and Cat. model 44200 cable-splicer’s knife.

Designed to hold Klein Electrician’s Scissors (Cat. Nos. 2100-5 and 2100-7)
Fits a Cable-Splicer’s Knife (Cat. No. 44200)
Stitched and riveted black leather construction for long life
Slotted to fit belts up to 2-1/4-Inches (5.7 cm) wide
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Klein Tools 5109 Canvas Bucket, Molded
Bottom, 12-Inch

Klein Tools 5109 Canvas Bucket, Molded Bottom, 12-
Inch
The heavy-duty Klein Tools Wide-Opening Straight-Wall Tool Bucket is designed
for durability and utility. Made from heavy-duty No. 6 Canvas with a black
molded polypropylene bottom, it can handle up to a 75-pound load. The web
handle extends down the sides of the bucket for added strength.

Canvas bucket has 75-pound (34 kg) Max Load Rating
Web handle extends down the sides of the tool bucket for added strength
Durable, straight-wall and tapered-wall buckets are made of heavy-duty No.
6 canvas
High-density polyethylene top ring for strength and chemical resistance
Tool Bucket measures 12-Inch (30.5 cm) diameter and 15-Inch (38.1 cm) high
Black molded polypropylene bottom
Made in the USA with global components

Klein Tools 5102-12 Canvas Tool Bag,
12-Inch

Klein Tools 5102-12 Canvas Tool Bag, 12-Inch
The Klein Tools 12-Inch (304.8 mm) Tool Bag is built of heavy-duty No. 8
natural canvas, and features two retaining straps with buckles for a secure
closure. The bag’s vinyl bottom and lower sides offer extra support and
moisture resistance, while the non-scratch studs on the base protect against
wear. The bag’s seams are reinforced with rivets for added durability.

Heavy-duty No. 8 natural canvas tool bag
Rivet-reinforced for durability
Steel-frame mouth with hinge for rugged use
Stitched and riveted leather handles for comfort and strength
Two retaining straps with buckles provide secure closure
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Moisture resistant vinyl bottom with non-scratch feet to protect against
wear
Retro-fit bags with shoulder strap kit (Cat. No. 5102S). Kit includes
leather strap with pad and snap hooks, rings and fasteners for attaching
rings to bags

Klein Tools 50611 Magnetic Wire Puller

Klein Tools 50611 Magnetic Wire Puller
The Magnetic Wire Puller from Klein Tools quickly and easily fishes wire and
cable behind finished walls or enclosed spaces. Connect wire or cable to the
flexible stainless-steel leader and Rare-Earth block magnet that make up the
in-wall unit. Simply maneuver the magnetic hand-held unit over the outside of
the wall allowing the strong, rare-earth magnets to provide great hold for easy
wire pulling or fishing.

Magnetic wire puller quickly and easily fishes wire and cable behind
finished walls and enclosed spaces
High strength, Rare-Earth magnets provide strong hold for easy wire and
cable pulling
Magnetic handheld unit features easy rolling mar-resistant wheels, reducing
marks on finished walls
180-Degree pivot handle with a comfort grip provides easy control and
maneuverability
In-wall unit consists of strong Rare-Earth magnets and flexible stainless-
steel leader with eyelet
Hard plastic carrying case securely stores both units
Doubles as a metal stud finder with marking notches on all four sides of
handheld unit

Klein Tools 50034 Large Capacity
Ratcheting PVC Cutter
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Klein Tools 50034 Large Capacity Ratcheting PVC
Cutter
The Klein Tools ratcheting PCV cutter cuts white and gray 1/2-Inch to 2-1/2-
Inch white and gray schedule 40 and 80 PVC. The ratcheting action allows for
easy, one-handed cutting and blade release. Lightweight, comfortable handle
reduces hand fatigue.

Makes easy, straight cuts with no burrs
Cuts 1/2-Inch to 2-1/2-Inch white and gray schedule 40 and 80 PVC with
minimal effort
Blade positioned within the body of cutter for no risk of damage or injury
to user
Quick one handed blade release
Lightweight and durable magnesium alloy die-cast with rubber grip
Ratchet action allows easy, one-hand cutting
Hooked jaw holds pipe in proper cutting position
Replacement blade available (Cat. No. 50035)
No tool required for instant blade change
Flip-out support prevents flattening of diameters less than 2-Inch (51 mm)
when cutting

Klein Tools 470 Swivel Hook with
Plunger Latch

Klein Tools 470 Swivel Hook with Plunger Latch
The Klein Tools 750-pound 1/2-Inch Steel Swivel Hook with Plunger Latch is made
from forged steel. It can hold up to 750 pounds. The swivel action of the
clevis allows smooth rotation to help prevent accidental fouling into secondary
wires.

Forged steel with swivel clevis and quick-acting plunger-style latch
Designed to take 1/2-Inch (13 mm) or lighter hand lines
Swivel action prevents accidental fouling into secondary wires
Maximum safe load 750-pounds (340 kg)
Made in USA
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Klein Tools 450-410 Self-Adhesive Cable
Mounting Clips, 3-Slot (10-Pack)

Klein Tools 450-410 Self-Adhesive Cable Mounting
Clips, 3-Slot (10-Pack)
Route and organize cables with these cable mounting clips. Each clip features
three slots to hold cables of different sizes. The 3M adhesive backing lets you
mount to a wide variety of surfaces. Screws are included for permanent
mounting. Sold in a pack of 10.

Self-Adhesive Mounting Clips organize and route cables or wires
10-Pack
Three slots hold a range of cable sizes
Includes optional screws for permanent mounting; mounts to a variety of
surfaces
Made in USA
Quality 3M adhesive backing holds up to 194-Degree Fahrenheit (90-Degree
Celsius)
3M is a registered trademark of 3M Company

Klein Tools 450-400 Self-Adhesive Cable
Mounting Clips, 1 Slot (10-Pack)

Klein Tools 450-400 Self-Adhesive Cable Mounting
Clips, 1 Slot (10-Pack)
Route and organize messy cables with self-adhesive cable mounting clips. Each
clip features a single slot to hold cables of different sizes. The 3M adhesive
backing mounts to a wide variety of surfaces. Screws are included for permanent
mounting if needed. Sold in a pack of 10.

Self-Adhesive Mounting Clips organize and route cable or wire
10-Pack
Single slot accommodates a variety of cables including data cables, charge
cords, power cords and more
Includes optional screws for permanent mounting; mounts to a variety of
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surfaces
Made in USA
Quality 3M adhesive backing holds up to 194-Degree Fahrenheit (90-Degree
Celsius)
3M is a registered trademark of 3M Company

Klein Tools 44201 Electrician’s Pocket
Knife

Klein Tools 44201 Electrician’s Pocket Knife
Klein Tools pocket knives are trade-tested, valuable for splitting cable and
stripping wire as well as performing everyday tasks on the jobsite. The knives
are durable, with long-lasting, sharp blades. This Electrician’s Pocket Knife
has wire stripping notches on the stainless steel blade and an aluminum handle
for corrosion resistance.

Wire stripping notches on blade, stripping sizes 14-10 AWG
Satin 440A stainless steel drop point blade
Anodized aluminum handle for corrosion resistance
Dual thumb studs for one-hand open
Liner lock secures blade in open position
Pocket clip keeps knife readily available
Great for stripping wire, splitting cable and performing everyday tasks

Klein Tools 44200 Cable Splicer’s
Knife, 6-1/4-Inch

Klein Tools 44200 Cable Splicer’s Knife, 6-1/4-Inch
Cable Splicers Knife. Special-purpose short blade with comfortable, full-sized,
heavy-duty handle. Coping-type blade made of the finest cutlery steel, tough
and carefully tempered to hold its edge. Handle is textured for comfort and
firm grip. Hang hole for easy storage and portability.
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Special-purpose short blade with comfortable, full-sized, heavy-duty handle
Coping-type blade made of the finest cutlery steel, tough and carefully
tempered to hold its edge
Handle is textured for comfort and firm grip
Hang hole for easy storage and portability

Klein Tools 44131 Folding Utility Knife

Klein Tools 44131 Folding Utility Knife
This innovative and useful tool combines the best features of a lock back knife
with a utility knife. Features a sturdy aluminum handle with fold-out blade
housing. The blade is changed easily using patented snap lock and sliding
mechanism. It uses standard utility blades.

Lockback knife and utility knife together with easy push button open and
close
Triple ground blades stay sharp longer and contain a wire stripping notch
Patented snap lock and sliding mechanism for quick blade changes
Heavy duty durable construction and sturdy aluminum handle with fold-out
blade housing
Rubber grips on handle for improved control and comfort
Bright orange handle color makes this knife easy to find in a tool bag or
pouch
Uses standard utility blades (includes 1 blade)

Klein Tools 44007 Lightweight Lockback
Knife 2-1/2-Inch Coping Blade, Silver
Handle

Klein Tools 44007 Lightweight Lockback Knife 2-1/2-
Inch Coping Blade, Silver Handle
The Klein Tools Lock-Back Pocket Knife features a hardened stainless-steel
blade for a keen edge. A thumb stud enables you to open the blade with one hand
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and the locking feature keeps the blade open for use. The handle is corrosion-
resistant for greater durability.

Coping blade is AUS 8 stainless-steel
Slim and comfortable silver anodized-aluminum handle for corrosion-
resistance
Reversible thumb stud provides easy, one-handed opening
Includes removable pocket/belt clip for easy access
Knife is compact and lightweight
Only 3.5-Inches (88.9 mm) closed
Weighs 3.5-Ounces


